Abstract-In streaming media CDN, pushing copies of the new content to caching proxies ahead of time while allowing others to be pulled from the origin server is an effective way to reduce the client startup time and save network resource. In order to cope with the shortcomings of the existing streaming media CDN and accomplish large-scale deployment streaming media on the Internet, in this paper, first, we put forward a framework of streaming media CDN based on P2P. Second, streaming media content delivery strategies have been studied, according to the access feature of different part of streaming media file, we present a stochastic push scheme based on the access characteristics of streaming media and put forward a stochastic algorithm of destination selection using the history access information of the origin server recorded. The experiments indicate that the scheme and the algorithm are effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main difficult reason for large-scale deploying streaming media delivery service on the Internet is that the resource of servers such as output bandwidth and CPU computing power is too restricted to bear plentiful parallel media flow.
Although some technologies [1] , such as streaming media caching technology, streaming media CDN (SMCDN) technology, P2P streaming media technology, have partly solved the problem of overspending network resources when streaming media are distributed, they are still faulty. Therefore, large-scale application of streaming media delivery hasn't been universalized on the Internet so far.
The hybird CDN+P2P mode of streaming media [2, 3] is by now the most large-scale and expansible delivery mode of the streaming media service. However, its Kernel CDN is also based on the existing streaming media CDN. As a result, it is still difficult to obviate the inherent shortcomings of the existing streaming media CDN, which is mainly represented as follows:
First of all, the management and operation of the existing streaming media CDN are often finished by one company. It is often difficult for content service providers to deliver the content to enter into streaming media CDN with very expensive cost. So it is not accordance with the characteristic of Internet as an open platform for public information issuance.
Secondly, the existing streaming media CDN is a system with unitary design, construction, management and maintenance. The cost of the construction and maintenance is very high for one company independent to undertake and to make the scale big, and connection and communication among the CDNs of executants is not easy to accomplish.
Thirdly, the existing streaming media CDN is based on centralized content delivery management and networks management, the edge servers (caching proxy servers or duplicating servers) cooperate with each other with one another by the centralized controller. Therefore, it is still a client/server mode in essence intensively managed and it hasn't overcome the problem of single failure.
Fourthly, the existing streaming media CDN is deployed with strategy, of which the network topology needs to be manually maintained. The correlative nodes demand to be manually configuration when the edge server is added or reduced.
Finally, the demand for load balance among caching proxy servers or duplicating servers in streaming media CDN is still high and complex rules for load balance still make the system cost huge and management complex. This is to cope with shortcomings of the existing streaming media CDN system and to accomplish large-scale deployment streaming media delivery system. In this paper, first, we put forward a framework of streaming media CDN based on P2P (PSMCDN). Second, streaming media content delivery strategies have been studied, according to the access feature of different part of streaming media file, we present a stochastic push scheme based on the access characteristics of streaming media, and put forward a stochastic algorithm of destination selection using the history access information of the origin server recorded. 
II. THE FRAMEWORK OF PSMCDN

A. The Framework of PSMCDN
In recent years, network application based on P2P is becoming a popular research topic and provides a new way to deploy and accomplish network service.
Utilizing the constructing technology of P2P network and taking example CDN+P2P mode, architecture of two-level PSMCDN is proposed, as shown in Figure 1 . The basic ideas are as follows:
Primarily, lot of streaming media caching servers in Wide Area Networks should be constituted to the first-level P2P network, by which the original content at the streaming media servers may be quickly distributed to every caching proxy collaborating with each other to enhance the whole performance of the system. The first-level P2P network is the core of system, so it is also called kernel P2P.
Secondly, P2P AS of streaming media is brought in the edge network. The AS is a admixing P2P streaming media system made up with a or more caching proxy servers and their clients, called Second-level P2P network or edge P2P. The purpose of bringing in P2P AS is to reduce caching proxy servers and original media server bandwidth consumption.
Because the caching proxy servers act as both the nodes of kernel P2P and edge P2P, the two levels P2P network combine each other by caching servers and may be made up to an integrate delivery service system of streaming media. PSMCDN tries to organize streaming media caching proxy servers ranged in the scope of wide area network by the organization principle of structured P2P network and forms a self-organized, scalability and reliability streaming media delivery network. The kernel nodes of the network respectively belong to deferent organizations or companies, and maintain virtual connections with the other nodes by running topology maintenance protocol. All nodes cooperate with each other to provide the local users with efficient streaming media delivery service. At the same time, in order to reduce network bandwidth consumption of caching proxy servers in the edge of PSMCDN, like the SMCDN+P2P mode, the caching proxy servers and clients as Peer node are introduced into P2P Streaming Media Autonomous System (P2P AS).
B. Three Layers Architecture of PSMCDN
There are three types of nodes in PSMCDN, named source media server, caching proxy server and client respectively.
A source media server is a streaming media server or a group of streaming media servers, and its main function is responding to the access requests for streaming media content from caching proxy server and client to provide the content. The caching proxy server, as a proxy for media transmit, serves the end users by receiving median content from the source server or the proxy server.
A lot of caching proxy servers ranged on the Internet are organized together by structured P2P network technology to form the Kernel P2P network. They deliver streaming media content to caching proxy servers and coordinate them and sequentially achieve sharing the cache balancing load. Their main function is to deliver streaming media content from source media servers to the edge of network. By running adding or leaving algorithm, each caching proxy server dynamically joins in or leaves of the Kernel P2P network. The procedures are automatically accomplished and needn't be manual, so they possess the character of self-organized in high degree.
The clients belonging to caching proxy servers are organized Edge P2P AS by P2P technology, which mainly function as extending the service power of caching proxy servers and enhancing system concurrency.
Thus, the PSMCDN consists of three layers: source media server layer, kernel P2P network layer and edge P2P AS layer, as shown in Figure 2 . (1)Kernel P2P Network Layer Because high bandwidth demands, streaming media file delivery path from one caching proxy server to another should be as short as possible, and this demands that logical links among Kernel P2P network should be accordant with physical network topology.
(2)Edge P2P AS Layer A P2P Streaming Media AS is made up with the clients in the same Internet Autonomous System and their streaming media caching proxy server. Here a caching proxy server acts as both the node of kernel P2P network layer and the directory server of edge P2P AS layer.
A P2P directory server maintains an online client list including the information such as the address of online clients, the identifier of caching content and the state information used to denote if the client is providing service for other clients. To conveniently query content, the list would be indexed on the identifier of caching content on the client and should be modified when the state changes of clients, for example, it has joined or left, the caching content has been replaced, it begins to serve another client or has stopped serving, etc.
When the client comes to join in the system, it firstly sends the requisition for register to the directory server and begins to provide the service with registering information after having receiving response message. The registering information includes the information such as the cached content on itself and service capacities. When coming to leave the system, the client must send the notification to the directory server so that directory server may modify related records. To prevent abnormal leave of the client, the client should be requested to send the information to the directory server within a certain time to show its own existence, the server would predicate abnormal leave and update the relative records in the list if it hasn't received any data from some registered node within the time.
The caching proxy server is a key node of the system. It is both a component of the Kernel P2P network and the directory server of the Edge P2P AS acting as the primary function to build up the system.
C. Kernel P2P Network Topology Optimizing
How to use the nodes of caching proxy servers to construct an optimized Overlay Network is called KPNT(Kernel P2P Network Topology Optimizing Problem), it aims at maximizing throughput of PSMCDN's kernel network. In order to availably make use of the bandwidth of every caching proxy server, in this paper, KPNT is firstly defined and the KPNT problem is formally described.
(1) Kernel P2P Network Topology Optimizing Model
When the kernel P2P network topology is to be optimized, some factors must be considered as follows: the first is the acceptable bandwidth between two nodes, the second is the highest bandwidth of the node, and the third is the session time between two nodes.
The KPNT problem is defined as follows: given an undirected graph G=（V,E）, where V is a set of nodes, n V = , E is a set of edges. p i and w i are positive real number, p i denotes the session time of node v i in Overlay Network, w i denotes the efficient bandwidth of node v i . Every node may dynamically join or leave the kernel network, node v i may send messages to node v j through the underlying network router, ( E' ) of the graph G to maximize the throughput of the whole kernel P2P network and at the same time to satisfy the following conditions: 1) G'is connective 2) all using bandwidth of the node i is not higher than w i. The problem may be concluded in the optimizing problem below: 
(2) Dynamic Ant Colony Heuristic Algorithm
The KPNT problem is a NP-hard problem, generally, no universal and efficacious way to solve it. Dynamic ant colony heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the problem.
In allusion to the KPNT problem, each ant aims at building a feasible solution. The linking elements in solution domain In the fifth step the next edge is selected to join according to some probability, that is to say, the k-th ant move from the current state l to a reasonable solution ψ according to some probability. The probability is below：
Here pheromone is updated to the formula below:
Where curr z denotes the value of current solution, z denotes the average value of lastly calculated solution, LB denotes a lower-bound. The number m of ants and α is variable. Accordance to the computing power, the iterative times in the eighth step is set the value between five and ten.
(3) Simulating Experiment
In order to validate our algorithm, we accomplish dynamic ant colony algorithm with C ++ and run the program on the computer with frequency 2.8GHz. The tool named Brite has been used to generate stochastic network topology with 20, 50, 100, 500, 1000 nodes respectively, adopting the parameters as follows: L＝20Mbps, α =0.5, m=n/10, n as the number of nodes. Figure 3 shows the result of the algorithm simulating experiment. 
A. Content Delivery Methods in SMCDN
Currently, there are two main methods of streaming media content delivery from the source media server to the caching proxy servers. One is called "pull"(PULL) way. In this way, the new content will be sent to the caching proxy servers from the source media server only when the client requests and a copy will be cached. PULL is a passive delivery technology. The content will be distributed only when needed by customers.
Another is called "push" (Push) way. In this way, the new streaming media content using multicast by the source server is sent actively to each caching proxy server close to the customer so that when customers request new content, local caching proxy server can provide service. This delivery method is initiated by the source media server, and it does not take into account whether the customers which the server belongs to really need these contents.
In SMCDN, the simple use PULL approach to content delivery, there are many problems. First, for the new content, the caching proxy servers have not cached a copy, so the first request of customers, caching proxy servers belong to different edge P2P AS must get the content from the source server, which will inevitably lead to a longer startup delay; Second, because of the content delivery using unicast, the network resource consumption will cause great; Third, as the initial request must be serviced by the source server, it will increase the burden of the source server, strengthen the source server bottleneck.
In the Push approach, the source media server decides the delivery destiny simply base on its known information. Often, customers will send the unneeded contents back to the caching proxy server, resulting in a waste of network resources and caching proxy server stored resources. However, new access of customers will have a shorter startup time, as a result of getting direct content from the caching proxy server.
In PSMCDN, the kernel P2P network is a streaming media CDN with caching proxy server as node, so the content delivery method is mainly PULL, but in order to overcome the limitations of the PULL mode, in this paper, we propose to introduce the Push method into the content delivery of SMCDN, and a stochastic push scheme based on the access feature of different part of streaming media file using a combination of Push and PULL.
B. The Access Feature of Streaming Media File
In VOD system, the user access to streaming media files with a strong bias, this tendency not only between files, but also in the same file inside. Studies have shown that user's access frequency for different streaming media files vary widely, the Zipf distribution is suitable to describe.
In the same media file inside, the popularity of different parts(access probability) is often not the same [4, 5] , different users on different parts with the same media file access show bimodal characteristics, only about 55% of users can play a streaming media file completely, the majority of the rest users can only play 5% of the streaming media file before it stopped. Figure 4 is different popularity of three streaming media files [6] , the horizontal axis is the different file block, and the vertical axis is access frequency for the file block. 
C. The Segmentation Method of Streaming Media File
Due to the huge volume of streaming media files and the great popularity differences among separate parts of one streaming media file, in order to improve the cache efficiency, streaming media caching systems generally use segment caching strategy, i.e. one streaming media file will be divided into multiple segments and take these segments as the unit of streaming media data for caching. Therefore, the source server for new added streaming media files, not only to determine which parts need to push and push the number of caching proxy servers, but also to determine which caching proxy servers should be pushed.
As the great popularity differences among separate parts of one streaming media file, only caching the parts with high popularity in streaming media caching proxy, caching system can enhance the efficiency. Theoretically, the shorter each streaming media object segment is, the smaller the possibility is for parts with larger popularity differences assigned in the same block. Therefore, it is more likely to improve the cache space utilization and optimize the proxy cache performance. However, the smaller the segment is, the more the amount of segment will be, resulting in complex cache management and more additional expenditure.
In order to solve this problem, according to the basic access characteristics of different part of streaming media file, namely, the access frequency of former part of the file decreases rapidly while that of the latter part tends to decrease gently. [7] proposed a segmentation strategy in which the segment length gradually increased, i.e. the segmentation is shorter in parts whose popularity vary greatly, and vice versa. The specific segmentation methods are as follows. 
Parameters: i is the serial number of segment, δ is the length of first segment, 1 β < is increasing factor of segment, m>1 is the increasing the length of the segment, m from the δ, β and the system allows maximum segment length to determine.
For example, the segment length of streaming media file is playing time (minutes), take δ=3, 1 2 β = ,the system allows maximum segment length is 25 minutes, m=4, then a two-hour movie can be divided into 3, 6, 12 , 24, 24, 24, 24, 3, total of 8 segment. This segmentation method relatively better reflects the access feature of different part of streaming media file, so in this paper, it is used to segment.
D. Research of Active Push of Streaming Media Content
Generally, Streaming media caching proxy server uses the PULL method to obtain contents, but when the source media server adds new contents, certain impact will be bring about to the source media server load, since the popularity of these new contents are generally higher, and all proxies have yet to cache the contents. To solve this problem, the method is to introduce active Push technology, i.e. send these new contents to interested caching proxy servers before they are demanded. By doing this, not only the load fluctuations of source media servers can be effectively solved, but the playing quality of initial customers can also be improved.
For a source media streaming media server that has been introduced to a "push" technology, when a new group streaming media files are added, it needs to push these contents to the caching proxy servers that demand them. Therefore, it must be aware of these files' push destinations. According to the access feature of different part of streaming media file, each streaming media file is segment based on the formula (1), and the source media streaming media server must know which few caching proxy servers each stream segment should be pushed to. Therefore, the first problem of streaming media content delivery is the destination choice.
(1) The Choice of Push-purposed Proxy Server There are two cases to determine the destination of the push: one is scheduled in advance, the other is not, or the server does not support it. For the case of pre-scheduled, the pre-caching proxy server which the customer belongs to can be directly uses as the push destination. We mainly aimed at studying the situation that is no scheduled.
As customers of caching proxy servers that did not schedule these new contents might also be interested in them, these caching proxy servers can also serve as "push" targets. But this does not go for every caching proxy server, since there is great possibility that all or a majority of customers of one caching proxy server have completely no interest in some contents of one source media server. To solve this problem, this paper takes the level of interest for new content of the customer base of caching proxy server as basis for streaming content "push" destinations.
However, it is difficult to get the customers interested in those new streaming media files. Therefore, statistics of historical information should be added to the source media servers in order to predict customer interest.
Definition 1: the caching proxy server i belongs to the customer base for certain types of streaming media files degree of interest i α from formula (2) gives.
Where, D is the total amount of certain types of streaming media files, D i is caching proxy server i request amount of the file.
When i α is greater than a threshold θ, the caching proxy server i is the "push" potential destination of certain types of streaming media files. The number of potential destinations such file recorded as N c .
(2) A Stochastic Push Algorithm based on the Access Feature of Different Part of Streaming Media File
Once the potential destinations are determined, generally it is not able to push all the contents to potential destinations, as different files and different segments of the file have different popularities. If too many copies are pushed to segments with lower popularities, the cache space utilization of caching proxy server will be reduced, thus affecting the performance of the system. Therefore, when choosing destination for each segment, the number of its destination should be decided by their popularity, i.e. the pushing number of copies.
Suppose a new streaming media file is divided into K segments, one to access the streaming media file requests access to the probability of the i-th segment is P i , the number of the file potential destination is N c , then the mean number of copies of M needed to "push" for the ith segment:
For a new streaming media file, P i is difficult to estimate, we use formula (4) to estimate the value. Identified the mean number of copies of M needed to "push", and then consider which proxy cache server it should be pushed to. A simple selection method is, base on the agency's interest rankings in the streaming media files, simply choose the first M streaming media proxy cache server from N c to push. This method is simple, but the selection method is too absolute, and it is not in accordance with the stochastic access of customers when the system runs, for a caching proxy server with smaller degree of interest may also be qualified to act as a destination, and there is possibility that their customers may have a high demand on the file, though the possibility might be small. Therefore, absolutely not choosing these proxies can have an impact on the integrity, so this paper gives a stochastic selection algorithm according to probability.
A is set for the selected caching proxy servers, M is the number of needed to "push", the proxy i is selected by probability P i , then M can be calculated by algorithm 1. Obviously, if a segment is delivered only to a caching proxy server, the probability of the j-th proxy server being selected is P j . When the caching proxy servers from N c choose M, the probability of the j-th proxy server being selected is given by the theorem 1.
Algorithm 1:
Theorem 1: If the probability of a request from a caching proxy server j is P j , then the caching proxy servers from K choose M as the push destination, the probability of the j-th proxy server being selected is: 
Proof:
Selection process can be seen as such a process, first, from the K proxy choose the first by probability P j (j = 1,2, ..., K), the probability of proxy j first one being selected is:
If k 1 is the first proxy being selected, then from remaining K-1 proxy we choose the second, the selection probability can be calculated as:
Thus, the probability of proxy j second one being selected is:
And so on, choose the third, fourth, until all M proxy servers being selected.
The probability of proxy j in the r-th being selected is: 
Therefore, the choice of M proxy servers, the probability of proxy j being selected is:
Proof is completed. Although theorem 1 gives the formula for calculating the probability, but the calculation is more complicated. By the proof process, algorithm 2 can be selected without having to calculate the probability value.
Algorithm 2:
; // Select the first one, the probability of proxy j is selected } m=0 while(m<M) { According to the probability P [A [1] 
(3) Simulating Experiment
In order to verify the effectiveness of the push strategy and related algorithm, we use NS2 simulation environment. Assumes that the system has a streaming media server, and it caches 300 60-minute streaming media files, and 10 caching proxy servers using LRU cache replacement algorithm, each with a cache space which can accommodate 3600 minutes streaming data.
The popularity of streaming media files obeys the Zipf's delivery of parameter θ = 0.271; assume that the interval of customer request's arrival time obeys exponentially delivery with an arrival rate 3 per minute. For simplicity, each file has a equal length of 2 minutes, that is to take δ = 2, α = 1. To generate the access frequency, use formula (4), take γ as 1, and select β randomly among 0 to 0.5 for different files.
In the experiment, we assume that each streaming media file coding is CBR, ignores the actual network factors (bandwidth, congestion, connection topology, etc.), and not taking the impact of streaming media VCR operation into account. Timing starts when the system turns into a stable state (all the proxy cache spaces of proxy caches are covered). When the system has been running for 300 minutes, add 20 60-minute streaming media files to the server. Assume that the popularity of these documents were all higher than the source media streaming files. Figure 5 shows comparison of changes in the source media server load, from which we can see the effectiveness of the push strategy that this paper proposed. Streaming media content on-demand is an important growing point of Internet application development, but the supports for it of the existing systems have their flaws, causing streaming media content on-demand far from being large-scale deployed and applied. In this paper, we utilize the efficient routing mechanism in P2P and its inherent self-organizing feature and propose the architecture of PSMCDN for the first. Then, aiming on the SMCDN, the simple use PULL approach to content delivery, for the new contents, the caching proxy servers have not cached a copy, so the customer's first request , caching proxy servers belong to different edge P2P AS must get the content from the source server, which will inevitably lead to a longer startup delay. We introduce active Push method into the content delivery of SMCDN, forming content delivery method of "push-pull". According to the access feature of different part of streaming media file, we present a stochastic push scheme based on the access characteristics of streaming media and put forward a stochastic algorithm of destination selection using the history access information of the origin server recorded. The experiments indicate that the scheme and the algorithm are effective.
